Separation of velocity distribution and diffusion using PFG NMR.
Pulsed field gradient (PFG) NMR is applied to investigate flow processes. In this case the NMR signal experiences phase modulation due to flow and signal attenuation due to the distribution of velocities. The velocity distribution consists of one part originating from diffusion and of a second part, the distribution of the directed motion. The usual PFG-experiment in which the gradient strength is incremented cannot distinguish between both. Incrementing velocity at constant gradient strength keeps the contribution from diffusion constant but changes the absolute width of the velocity distribution. So the signal is attenuated again, but only due to the distribution of the directed motion. The phase modulation as a signature of flow is not affected by this strategy, because velocity and gradient strength are Fourier conjugated. The key advantage of this approach is the possibility of measuring very low velocities, which only cause a very slight phase modulation that is easily covered by diffusion. The method is discussed here for very slow flow in a rheometer cell.